
 
 

 
 

To all parties concerned 

March 18, 2024 

TSUBURAYA FIELDS HOLDINGS INC. 

 
 

Launch of New Pachislot Machine Ｌ Ultraman Tiga 

 

Our consolidated subsidiary FIELDS CORPORATION announces the launch of a new pachislot machine,  

Ｌ Ultraman Tiga. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This machine will appear as a smart pachislot machine (“smart slot”). 

 

“Ultraman Tiga” 

“Ultraman Tiga” is a Japanese tokusatsu television series produced by Tsuburaya Productions. It first aired 

in 1996 and marked the 30th anniversary of the Ultraman franchise. After a 16-year hiatus since “Ultraman 80” 

(1980), it became the new Ultraman TV series, introducing a fresh hero concept that set it apart from previous 

entries. “Ultraman Tiga” is a representative work of the “Heisei (era) Ultraman Series.” 

In “Ultraman Tiga,” an ancient warrior who visited Earth 30 million years ago is resurrected in modern times 

as the “Giant of Light.” This hero undergoes a “Type Change,” altering his appearance to match different 

abilities and contexts.  

The show blended captivating science fiction elements with emotionally rich human drama, captivating both 

children and adults. It sparked a new Ultraman boom. 

To celebrate its 25th anniversary in 2021, “Ultraman Tiga” became available for streaming on Tsuburaya 

Productions’ official digital platform, “TSUBURAYA IMAGINATION.” Additionally, a new TV series titled 

“Ultraman Trigger” continued the legacy of “Ultraman Tiga.” The popularity of “Ultraman Tiga” endures, with 

merchandise releases, live events, and even a third-place ranking in a 2023 sports newspaper “San Spo” (Sankei 

Sports) poll for favorite Ultra Heroes. 

Across generations, “Ultraman Tiga” remains beloved, its appeal undiminished. 

(Reference) Tsuburaya Station (Tsuburaya Productions Official Website) can be found at: https://tsuburaya-prod.com/  
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Manufactured by KYORAKU SANGYO 

Sold by FIELDS CORPORATION 

*Unauthorized reproduction or usage of images is strictly prohibited. 



 
 

 

 

This machine is set to be introduced in various pachinko halls across Japan in May 2024. It aims to entertain 

not only pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but also fans of tokusatsu and the Ultraman series. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For inquiries or further information please contact 

IR Team, TSUBURAYA FIELDS HOLDINGS INC. 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Email：koho-hd@tsuburaya-fields.co.jp 


